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Stages of  transformative potential ?

How to define, decode and assess the concept of transformative potential 
in existing buildings through a post-functional perspective?

[ Intervention types          +          Diverse stages of  decay ]                                in

‘ The form as a certain state 
of  equilibrium between 

the structures of  space and 
matter’

                                           
(Forme et déformation, 1978)

Methods

Case studies analysis 

1_Morphostructural analysis | 2_Embodied energy survey method  | 3_ARP model  | 4_Space Syntax connectivity

The transformative potential may express the relationship, both 
qualitative and quantitative, between multiple elements: 
spatial elements and matter in a trans-scalar and diachronic perspective. 
Building’s location both in space and in time structures the exogenous condi-
tions of  the transformative potential.

The cases studies selection will consist of  studies within a variety of  mor-
pho-structural types, as Weberian ideal types. 
Such buildings faced diverse adaptive reuse approach, from radical to minimal, 
that started from a different state of  decay of  the original building.

The transformative potential increases in the balance between 
the usage options and the intervention of  adaptive reuse? 
Through which characteristics does an existing architectural object 
underlie its options for use? 
The concept of  transformative potential may link morphotypes and possible uses 
inherent in the existing form and materials. Both conscious decay approaches 
and radical design projects may show an analogous potential average? 
May exists several kinds of  transformative potential in the built environment?

The research method follows a multidisciplinary approach. 
A critical re-drawing of  original buildings –highlighting dimensional features and 

configurational aspects– and graphical analysis of  the adaptive reuse project will 
underline plausible links .
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